What the Final RTR Letters Show

Something important is revealed in the reversal of the Hebrew letters.

Keep this in mind when doing this Final RTR: You are opening and empowering your own soul with using these, as they are all ancient mantras to empower the soul. And you are removing all the enemy bindings from your soul and from this world. This also means that your external workings are going to be more powerful and manifest quicker. By doing this RTR, each reversed word is blessing you.

The first word, note the Vuss and Vass. These are two titles of the staff of the Gods in Egypt, which is the symbol of the energy of eternal life. The Vuss, Vass is the symbol of the Gentile Tree of Life. This is the spine with the chakras as the world and the nadis as the branches. Vuss also means generation. The Egyptian God Ptah, who we know as Satan, holds this staff.

The Nish, Nis and such is revealing as well. Nis or Nisa in Sanskrit means "Supreme Joy or Bliss". It is also the title of Dionysus and means the same. Note “Dio” (God) “Nys”, which is the same as Nis, and then “us”. Nisa or Nysa is the realm of paradise of Dionysus. Dionysus is the God of Supreme Bliss and Joy.

Note Khem-AHS. Khem is the ancient name of Egypt and it means "Serpent Power". The name of the soul energy in ancient Egypt is also SeKHEM or SaKHEM. This is the power of the soul’s energies. Note the Jewish Torah is full of attacks on Egypt. The KHEM is also Sekhmet. Khem... AS; the AS and the OS mean the spirit, the Khem (serpent), AS (spirit). The AS is a title of Osiris, as well as the sacred tree which is the element of wood, and thus, spirit.

Many of the spellings of the ninth and eight letters are names of the God Thoth.

These words of power relate to the Gentile soul, and the attributes and powers of the soul. The Hebrew letters are nothing more then weapons against the Gentiles.

One can note the Jewish enemy has been attempting to bind and curse Gentiles as their Torah shows.
Reply by HP Hooded Cobra 666:

Khemas relates to 'asleep' literally. And the state of sleeping, ie, a sleeping goyim.

Reply by the author of the original post:

Khemas is expanded out is Khem (serpent), AS (spirit), to mean “the serpent spirit”. AS is the name of Osiris and the sacred tree and Khem is the serpent energy. Osiris rules the unconscious mind as well which relates to sleep in the ancient world as allegory. Khemas relates to the serpent and right side of the brain and the unconscious, which the Jews seek to bind and control.

Yesu is also the ancient name of Krisna. The jews simply stole off ancient Pagan characters to make their lies connect into the Gentile mass mind easier, by hijacking ancestral archetypes and spiritual symbols.

Reply by the author of the original post:

Thunder wrote:

Could you explain the other letters if you have time? What each letter specifically aims to replace/destroy etc...

The reason people want this because they think they are just going to use one reversed letter on one spot on themselves as something important. Already some people are trying to push this foolish idea, to lead to a dysfunctional idea around this RTR. The enemy has also been trying many tricks to raid this forum in an effort to get the Goyim to stop doing the final RTR. These people are not helping here either. This will lead to foolish people thinking and promoting that all they have to do is like one letter on the top on their head and such down the road.

Just do the Final RTR as instructed. The vibrations will take care of everything with the affirmations.
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